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you can take the game at this position further, e.g. 1. nd3 and then you should see the results in the
analysis board. (maybe the engine will also analyze the position to check the other move 1. nd1, for
a mate in 96.)now you can save this position in your favorite gui and use it as a practice position. go
to the nalimov tablebase for white's move, and white will quickly mate. (white's only move is 1. nd3.

all other moves are draws.) here's the same game, but this time go to the nalimov tablebase for
black's move. (black's only move is 1.. qe6. all other moves are draws.)what's the problem? the

engine takes 5 minutes to find the mate, and you need to wait that long for the result. (in any case,
why is it taking so long? probably because it's scanning through all the tables in all the nalimov

tablebases!) the solution is simple: you can download a single nalimov tablebase for a specific time
range. you can choose a specific time range, from seconds to a few years in the past.if you have the
newest versions of crafty and gaviota installed, you can now download the latest nalimov tablebase

from the chess programming forum. here's the link for the newest 5-piece endgame tablebase:
syzygy egtb is significantly smaller than any existent dtm egtb. it is 7 times as small as gaviota for 5

men, 8 times as small as nalimov for 6 men, 8 times as small as lomonosov for 7 men. however,
when all dtm egtbs have full data of two sides, syzygy egtb omits data of one side for dtz data to

save space. ronald de man estimated if keep them all, the syzygy's 6 men size may increase 158 gb,
become 307 gb in total, double on size, be 4 times as small as nalimov 6 men.
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